Orthodox Christian Fellowship @ Stanford

Dinner Discussion Tues, 4/25/06

- Compline service
- Bon appetit!
- Upcoming events:
  April 29 – Greek Historical Society Symposium SF, email ypaulus@stanford.edu
  May 7 – Quad OCF trip to Monastery of St. John, meet 7:20am Tresidder
  May 16, 7:30pm – Fr. John Takahashi “The Orthodox Church in Japan”
  May 19 – Movie night “Cinema Paradiso” + GreekFest Ascension Cathedral
    Review: A man receives news from his aging mother in a little Sicilian town that someone he once knew has passed away. A beautiful story unfolds about the man's childhood friendship with an old man who was the projectionist at the local theater. Their bond was one that contained many highlights and tragedies, and shaped the way for a young boy to grow and move out of his rundown village to pursue a dream.
  May 23 or 30, 7:30pm – Bishop Benjamin “Building an Orthodox Community in America through diversity”
  June 6 – Last weekly dinner discussion

- Discussion:
  o How do we define ourselves as Orthodox Christians?
  o Topic next week?

Location and times subject to change. Please check www.stanford.edu/group/ocf for updates